Introduction 1
Earth's middle and upper atmosphere exhibit several dominant large scale oscillations in many 2 measured parameters. These oscillations can be found at all latitudes, from the equator to the mid and 3 high-latitudes. One of these oscillations is the semi-annual oscillation (SAO). Among different 4 parameters, the SAO can be detected in neutral atmospheric measures, e.g., the wind regime at the densities) between day and night (Hargreaves, 1995) , the region's conductivity changes dramatically,
30
causing the D-region reflection height of VLF signals to change from as low as ~60 km during 31 daytime to ~85 km during nighttime (Hargreaves, 1995; Inan et al., 2010 
22
In order to represent the noise at the transmitter's frequency, the original BB data was filtered again, 
Results

22
The midday and midnight one-hour-mean 30-days running average time series for the MH-NSY and
23
DN-NWC GCPs' deviation from the mean amplitude (of the entire time series) are shown in Figure 2 
24
(black solid curves). As can be seen, all the time series exhibit a strong oscillatory behavior, with
25
higher amplitudes in the midnight data than in the midday data. The midday data in both GCPs show 26 a dominant oscillation with longer time periods than the midnight data in both GCPs. Examination of 27 the apparent time periods of the large oscillations shows that they appear to correspond to the annual 28 oscillation (AO) and SAO. Therefore, we wanted to fit these harmonics to the data and examine the 29 level of agreement with the different time series.
30
However, in addition to these oscillations, a trend can be seen in the time series; negative in both result of solar activity. Nevertheless, because we did not have enough data to cover a full 11-year 7 solar cycle, it was problematic to fit the data with an 11-year harmonic. Thus we decided that a linear 8 fit to the data would be best. Therefore, the time series were fitted with curves, described by 9 following equation:
182.625
Where A fit is the fitted curve, t represents the time steps (in days), A 0 is the mean amplitude (which is 
21
The simple model's parameters described in equation (1) 
Where h is the altitude and N e is the electron number density, it can be shown that the SAO alone is 1 equivalent to more than doubling of the electron number density at 85 km. We believe that the actual 2 solution for the ionospheric profile is a combination of changes in h' and β, but as we do not have 3 reliable phase measurements, the actual solution cannot be calculated at the moment.
4
By examining the t SAO values for the midnight data, it is found that the SAO maxima occur up to a 5 month prior to Earth's winter and summer solstices (not shown). This is quite surprising, as we would 6 normally expect the maxima of a SAO-driven forcing to occur around equinox (e.g. Opio et al., between the two data sets.
11
In order to confirm our findings of the apparent dominating SAO in the nighttime NB measurements
12
(and possibly within the nighttime D-region), spectral analysis was performed. Because the data were 3
The SAO appears at ~180 days to be even more pronounced and significant in the DN-NWC 4 periodogram and is the dominant oscillation within the midnight data. As can be seen in the lower 5 panel of Figure 3 , the second-highest peak is of time period of 241 days (~8 months), an oscillation 6 which is quite unexpected, but does not appear in the MH-NSY data. The probable signature of the 7 AO seen in this periodogram is also statistically significant, peaking at 366 days. Here, the secondary 8 peaks which do not pass the 95% significance threshold are located at time periods of 152 and 9 toward 730 days (~2 years), the latter might be hinting of a very weak quasi-biennial oscillation
10
(QBO) affect.
11
As the nighttime measurements of VLF amplitude are highly variable, robustness tests were made to 12 examine our nighttime data and methodology, by removing 20% of the raw data's measured points.
13
Later, we added Gaussian noise into the raw data's measured points, with a standard deviation equal
14
to that of the raw data. Each of these tests was repeated for 100,000 iterations. The results showed 15 that in both datasets, the SAO and the solar cycle trend passed these robustness tests in 100% of the 
Discussion
22
In this study, we analyzed several years of VLF NB data received in both hemispheres, during 23 midday and midnight hours. The analysis shows that the AO dominates midday VLF amplitudes, and 24 the SAO is the strongest oscillation during the hour long period centered on the GCP midnight. Both 25 the SAO and the essential differences between daytime and nighttime dominating oscillations should 26 be explained. We believe that the sources for both of these observations are of chemical and 27 dynamical origin, which take place in the transport of species, and tidal forcing. These sources shall 28 now be discussed. 
D-region ions and dynamical transport of neutral species
30
When analyzing Earth's ionosphere in general (and the D-region in particular), we can assume 31 electrical neutrality (Kelley, 2009 ):
Where n + is the positive ion number density, n -is the negative ion number density, and n e is the 2 electron number density. VLF radio signals interact and are reflected off the D-region mainly by 3 electrons rather than ions, as a result of their much lower mass (Inan and Inan, 2000) . Using equation
4
(3), we can assume that the electron number density is determined primarily by the dominant ion 5 densities. Therefore, we can investigate the dominant D-region's ions, their production, and 6 distribution. 
20
There are additional factors that can be expected to increase the detected SAO amplitudes in NB 21 measurements. The first factor is the SAO of atomic oxygen in the MLT (e.g., Russell et al., 2004 ).
22
These atoms, which can also be transported from higher regions of the atmosphere, are important for 
28
Nevertheless, further research and analysis should be undertaken in order to confirm our conclusions.
29
A good test would involve the use of both high-end chemistry and GCM models due to the 
